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IMPROVING THE

INDOOR ANTENNA SYSTEM

H aving to work with an indoor antenna
system inside an apartment or house

is, of course, a major handicap. No indoor
antenna system will ever work as well as an
outdoor antenna system constructed of the
same materials, at the same height, etc.
However, rather than take the defeated
approach to the indoor antenna problem, it
is very worthwhile to examine the possibili
ties concerning what things can be done
better with an indoor antenna system than
with an outdoor antenna system. After all,
using an indoor antenna system, the materi
als used are not subject to the same wear or
stress requirements as those on an outdoor
system, the antenna is usually more acces
sible to make adjustments, etc.

Keeping these thoughts in mind, I de
cided to explore a somewhat different tech
nique for the construction of an indoor
antenna system. One of the chief factors
that is desired to achieve in any antenna
system is low-loss. That is, regardless of how
good the matching is to an antenna system
to transfer power to the system, one still
wants to keep the basic n loss of the system
as low as possible. Such a condition insures
at least that each delivered watt of power
really radiates and also leads the way to the
development of a broad-band or multiple
band antenna system which does not require
critical tuning.

Searching around for materials to use for
an indoor antenna system, I finally found
the ideal material in the form of copper
sheeting. Of course, most amateurs would
have been using such material if it were as
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The use of thin copper sheeting is featured
to construct efficient, broad-band indoor
antenna systems of either the single-band or
multi-band variety.
readily available as common household alu
minum foil. But, with a little bit of effort,
one can find an almost similar form for copper
The advantages are numerous as compared
to the aluminum foil material various ama
teurs have used for the indoor construction
of loop or dipole antenna systems. The
losses of copper are far lower and the copper
can be directly soldered with ordinary
soldering materials. Unfortunately, one can't
walk down to the nearest hardware or
grocery store and obtain a roll of thin
copper. But, it can be found by searching
out the various wholesale metal product
outlets. If one gets back far enough in the
suppliers' chain, it will be found that the
metal is sold on the basis of weight. In my
case, hard drawn copper sheeting about 12"
wide and 4/1000" thick was found selling at
about $2 a pound. The total cost would
depend upon the length of sheeting pur
chased. For a typical 3 band antenna system
(described later), the cost was about $10.
The 4/1000" maierial is by no means as
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Fig. 1. Basic dipole constructed from thin copper
strips.
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Fjg. 2. One half of a tn-band clipole.

fragile as it sounds when one considers that
regular foil is still only a fraction of this
thickness. One may ask , why fuss to obtain
such copper sheeting or foil when , if copper
is so desirable , copper tubing is readily
available from plumbing supply houses. The
advantage of the sheeting is that one obtains
far greater surface area for less cost with the
sheeting and it is far easier to handle and
form in different antenna shapes.

A Practical Antenna

One of the simplest but most effective
indoor antennas which one can construct if
space is available in an attic is an ordinary
dipole . In my case, one dipole antenna
which was constructed is shown in Fig. I.
The 12' wide copper sheeting was cut with a
pair of heavy shears to two strips of 6"
width and each strip used as the arm of a
dipole. Little loops of wire were soldered to
the top edge of each sheet at intervals and
these loops used to attach plastic cord which
in turn was used to suspend the an tenna
from a roof beam, at about a 12" spacing
from the beam. At the center of the anten
na, the copper strip was folded together
towards the center where the coaxial feed
line was attached. The folded over edge of
the strips was soldered along each edge to
the body of the copper strip. This was done
to insure absolutely minimum resistance at
this high current portion of the antenna. The
copper strips were first cut to " formula"
length for a regular dipole on the band being
used. However, there is no way to predict
exactly how mu ch longer the antenna will be
than required. One has to use an swr meter
in the feedline and carefully trim the anten
na length down until proper resonance is
found, This procedure is easily done with a
pair of shears, trimming the copper stripping
down equally at both ends of the dipole
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Fjg. 3. A space-saving version of the mufn-band
dipole element of Figure 2.

until a I: I, or as dose as possible to I: I , swr
ratio is achieved in the center of the band
for which the antenna is cut. This procedure
requires patience but it is absolutely es
sential. One of the greatest faults made with
indoor antenna systems of the self-resonant
type is that many operators forget that the
capacitance of the building structure sur
rounding the antenna completely changes its
resonant frequency. The antenna must be
cut for resonance where it is mounted or one
will end up blaming the indoor location for
poor performance results which are not
really justified.

A Multi-Band Antenna

The use of the copper stripping to con
struct an indoor antenna really demonstrates
its versatility when constructing a multi
band parallel dipole type of antenna sy stem.
The multi-band type of antenna about to be
described can really be made for any com
binations of bands, although the space avail
able in most indoor situations will allow it to
be constructed for only 20, 15 and 10
meters or some two band combinations of
these bands. The basic multi-band antenna is
constructed for the lowest frequency band
to be used the same as the antenna shown in
Fig. I and tuned up for operation on this
band. Then each side of the basic dipole is
cut using shears to form either two or three
strips out of each dipole side as shown in
Fig. 2. Try to cut the copper so there is
about a 1/4" gap between the strips. Now, if
the basic dipole were cut for 20 meters, the
center strip would be cut back equally on
each side of the dipole until the antenna
resonated properly on 15 meters. Then the
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Conclusions

The usage o f indoor antennas is also often
associa ted with lower power operation so
that one su ffers a double handicap . The use
of copper stripping as described goes just
about as far as one can economically go in
keeping antenna losses low. So , if one can
match whatever power is available correct ly
to the antenna, at least one source o f lo ss
can be minimized.

A word of caution when handling copper
stripping, especially the hard-drawn type .
With normal care, there is absolutely no
problem handling the material. However, the
edges when cu t with shears can become like
knife blades. Keep the kids away or tape the
edges.
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Fig. 4. A multi-band loop for suspension in an
aWe.

Baluns

The use of a balun for an indoor antenna
system is highly recommended. There are
usually enough problems with rf fields with
indoor installations because of the close
proximity of the statio n equipmen t and the
arttenna that it doesn' t pay to aggravate it by
addit io nal " r f on the feedline " problems.
Inexp ensive home brew or kit-type toroid
baluns can be used since no weather protec
tion is necessary . I used a kit-type toroid
balun placed directly between the dipole
eleme nts at the center. The toroid winding
ends were sold ered directly to the copper
stripping which formed the dipole and to the
coax feedline.

bottom strip would be cut away eq ually on
both sides of the antenna un til the antenna
resonated properly on 10 meters. Little
pieces of tape placed periodically between
the strips will be more than adequate for
physical suppo rt. The large area surface of
the antenna is such that trimming o f the
strips to form dipol es on each band does not
appreciably affec t the resonan ce on anyone
band . However, one shou ld recheck the
resonance on each band . Correc tions, if
necessary , are easily done by soldering on a

few inches of copper st ripp ing cu t o ff during
the tuning process o n each end o f the dip ole
strip. Solder on these correction st rips ver
tically on the end of each dipole strip.

The same procedure can be used to
construct almost any form o f dual or tri
band antenna when there is suffic ien t space
to run a dipole on the lowest frequency
band being used .

Variations

The ease with which the copper stripp ing
can be bent and , particularly , soldered
makes it po ssible to vary the construct ion of
an indoor antenna to suit almost any situa
tion. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3, if not
enough space is availab le to ru n out a full
length dipole , the dipole strips can be bent
to hang vertically at the end of the an tenna
to make up the necessary length. Ind uctively
loaded o r trap an tennas are also easily
constructed by soldering the necessary com
ponents between sections o f the copper
stripping. A 80-10 meter lo op an tenna can
be formed as shown in Fig. 4 b y construc
ting as large a loop in the attic as space will
permit to be hung and using a t rans-match
type of tuner t o reso nate the syste m. Don't
hang such a loop horizontally unless it is
relatively small and operation is desired only
on the 80 o r 40 meter bands. The reaso n for
this is that the dominant radiation from a
loop will either be broadside to the plane o f
the lo op or along the plane o f the loop o r a
combination thereof depending on the re
lationship of the loop size in wavelengths to
the frequency being used . A horizontally
placed loop o perated on the higher frequen
cy bands might well ope rate in a mode su ch
that the dominant radiation is wasted be
cause it is straight up and down .
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